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paper commences with a short description of the speed and
~ This paper

variety of technological change affecting information science. It
indicates the rapid penetration of the new technology in most
.s~ctors of the Australian economy. It then lists a number of social
.sectors

'im~lications
im~li.catic,ns
m.e~tings.
.m.e~tings.

identified by international studies and at international

Four issues are specified as requiring urgent law reform

attention. The first is the need for new laws on privacy (or data
,protection

and

data

security).

Reference

is

made

to

the

i_ote_rnational regimes proposed by the Council of Europe and the
inte,rnational

: D.E.C.D.
a.E.C.D. Secondly, comprehensive reform of the law of evidence is
required to permit ready acceptance in court of computer-generated
evidence but upon terms which {?reserve
preserve a fair trial and a realistic
ol?{?ortunity to scrutinise and challenge such evidence. Thirdly J
opportunity
comf?uter crime is mentioned and the need for new laws and
procedures - to deal with anti-social condllc.t
conduc.t involving misuse of
information technology. Finally, the paper refers to the impact of
the new technology on the legal profession itself. Some positive
advantages are listed. But the implications for routine land
conveyancing (a great part of the legal profession's activity in
Australia) may be more painful as land transfer and related
information is gradually automated. .
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EGINNINGTHE DIALOGUE

...,~he
~he invention of the computer is the greatest contribution to the quality of
_.life since the development of language'.l With these words Colin Tapper
human..lifesince

his 1973 book on t~e legal implications of the informatics revolution. The
:-;-prefli.c:ed .his
revollution ,is !=Otill
<::<re~plution)s

going on about us. To the dynamic of the computer -has been- added a new

l:lnkind
fll~to.r: the linkage of computers by telecommunications. A French Minister, in an l;lnkind
,1;ac,to.l"
- ~:'mcpn~n~_ of retaliation against technological Franglais, coined the new word
'comp~t~~ations'.2 I prefer the Anglicised 'informatics1 to describe the new information
technology.,

Computers, telecommunications and word processing have many implications
,:'for the law
law."•. Their aggregation will require significant reform and modernisation of many
.compartments
_C9mpartments of the law. Some endeavours at reform have already been essayed. 3

Infor"matics will plainly have implications for the legal profession itself: what it does and
it goes about its work. We stand on the brink of radical developments. The
hoyJ it
tend to react
technological
changes are occurring very quickly.
qUick~y. Lawmaking institutions teJ!d
.-.
.
rather slowly. The legal profession itself is often slow to change and to adapt. Nowhere is
this more so than in relation to technology. With notable exceptions, lawyers, by training
and inclination, tend to regard science and technology with distaste. The lawyers' skills
tend to
~o be verbal. Common lawyers in particular tend to

~e

suspicious of grand theory,

,- resting their faith rather in intuitive and pragmatic jUdgment
judgment which is ever mindful of the
variety of human experience and the individualism of man. 'Scientists and technologists,

."whose
whose skills tend to be mathematical, are also pragmatic and intuitive. But they are
usually far more

~t

home with theory, and the bold idea. They tend to deal in precision

. and things that are comfortably predictable rather than people who are unaccountably

in~linations, there is relatively
idiosyncratic. Because of their differing interests and in~linations,
little dialogue between scientists and technologists, on the one hand, and lawyers (and I

~2~
-2-

should say law makers) -on the other. In this lack of dialogue lie many dangers, particularly
in a time of rapi.d technological change.

Th~

establishment of a journal of law nnd

information science is to be welcomed as a contribution to a dialogue which is overdue.
Quite apart from the personal disinclination of lawyers to accommodate their
minds ::0
to rapid technological developments, the law's institutional arrangements are not
well geared for coping with the informatics revolution. The languid pace of these
institutions has already been mentioned. So far

85

judge-made reforms are concerned, in
jUdge-made

areas such as this, Tapper stated the problem thus:
Unfortunately the classical process of the com mon law has its defects. It
depends far too much on the random selection of issues to be litigated land
courts for them to be litigated in. It is too erratic and too insular to make a
comprehenSive, systematic and timely response to a widespread, important,
comprehensive,
"complicated and rapidly developing area of business practice. In such cases
legislative intervention is required. 4
The pace of change, its complex and technical character, and its varied and
comprehensives implications for the law, pose a challenge to our law making institutions.
to help legislators to digest and
But it creates an opportunity for law reforming agencies to
deal with the implications of change for the law. In this essay, I will catalogue a program
for informatics law reform. As I will show, work has already begun.·
PERVASIVE TECHNOLOGY

The worldwide revolution

in information technology arises largely from

remarkable developments in computing and telecommunications. Much of the explanation
for the developments in computing must be attributable to the astonishing advances in
mfnute chips of silicon, circuitry
micro-technolo,gy. By procedures of photo-reduction onto minute
micro-technolo.gy.
of enormous complexity can store and transmit information of ever-increasing quantity.
Furthermore, in telecommunications, advances in satellite and terrestrial technologies
have

increased

dramatically the capacity to move information about at Em
hUman hair}
ever-diminishing cost. S A single optic fibre, one-fifth of the thickness of a human
can nowadays do the work which until recently required 10,000 ordinary telephone
wires. 6 As a result of the" combined technologies, a new sector has now been identified
to supplement the declining primary (agricultural), secondary (manufacturing), and
tertiary (service) sectors of the e"conomy. The fourth sector is the fastest developing in
the economies of the advanced Western democracies. It is the new information sector.
Illustrations of the growth of this sector abound. In Australia, it has been said that
computers are part of an industry with an annual turnover of $1,500 million a year.

-3is: made up of an estimated $400 million in imports, together with salaries of

industry and associated industries. 7 Over
~&~:"G.E{rsons'·now estimated employed in the industry-and
~6":j-:'bomputers

are said to be in lise in Australia. Most of these are small and

iiulih:cele'systems
fufnis'cale"systems imported
import~d since 1970. A major concern of policy-makers is less the

:'of
tibh:bf

new jobs in the fourth sector but rather the displacement of jobs in other

A recent study has estimated the number of jobs disl?laced
dis!?laced by computers in
in
\;t~-:. 'A
~s 244,000. 8 Even when offset against the number of new jobs created, it is
~'~~iiaas
~~-;<'h~kt los's-of employment to smart machines, intelligent terminals, software-driven
rd'were ~Ii.d
~ri.d "computers
f:dware:
'computers with high levels of logic, memory and control represent a
,iifOUlldlv'im(lor'la,nt
6foun-dly-·important social problem. A Tack of accurate and agreed indicia for me-asuring
;c.Rt"o,f.technological chang~
chang~ and variations between 'technologies
technologies impede an accurate
i':~'fat~%f~technol0gical
':-~ment
ent of-" the general

rate of technological absorption end
and specifically the

'e'tr~~Hbn,-oiin'for'mati6n
en"tr:ationof
infor'maticn technology in Australia (and elsewhere).9

:.~ -·"Nevertheless,
-:'Nevertheless, it is apparent- that adoption of the new information technology in
-~1

sect?rs--'of"AustraUa is proceeding,
proceeding'rapidly.
sectbrs-"of'·Australia
rapidly. A comprehensive review done over a three

perfod by the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the Committee of Inquiry into
.''earperrod

~chnoi~gical;Change
:I'e'ohllOlog'icalcChange in Australia, found that more than three-quarters of large-type
ont:e"!,,",es
<'nterprlSes' introduced a technological change of at least one type during the survey
per'locl
•. _The
:.rne majority of large enterprises (60%)- introduced A.D.P. equipment for the first
~-riod...

dr<A;~.P: equipmelJ.tP~f
equipmel}.t?~f a type different from that used previous1~.
~iinedr--:A;~.P:
previously;. Penetration of
- ihalle~terprises
all e~terprises was less significant.
significant. "Fewer
'Fewer than one in 20 small enterprises (4.6%)
introduc~'(j' new or differe'nt A.D.P. equipment over the three year period of the
lnt:rodwoed"

Jurvey~lnThe
~urveys of the extent
The, Committee of Inquiry commissioned two specific surveys
-ind effe,ct
ef.fe,ct of'computers in Australia. One related to'local government and the other to
~ma1l
all -businesses.
businesses. A secretariat stUdy
study was made -on the effects in some large
?'.",'

'J

•

,?ommonwealth Government authorities.!
authorities) 1I With respect to' the local government
'tithori~ies, it 'was found that about half (48%) -had
had introduc~d
introduc~d computers. The growth was
was
':o'"uttloriti·es.
~:pescribed as Ira~idl.!2
'ra~id'.12 Despite lack of agreed measuring tools and uneven distribution of
Zo'esc!ritled
in offices, at airline terminals,
more than intelligent observation inoffices,

. . cllange, it requires
;-:"~hange,
~equires little

:ion,"hospitals,
hospitals, in the use of telecommunications
telecommur~jcations and in dea.lings
dea,lings with the bureaucracy, to
--~~rceivethe
info~matics in Australia and its speedy penetration of
ic''er.ceive
the rapid development of informatics
'rhOst sectors of the economy. Linkage of computers through adVances
advances in
.-~ tel.ecommunications
telecommunications has led to the exponential growth, still continuing, in the movement

-::of information, including overseas. A meetin!5 of the Organisation for Economic

'< Co-operation and Development (O.E.C.D.) was recently told that new patterns are
,emerging
:, ~merging in data traffic. Approximately 13 million data communication transactions take
,,:, place each day in Western Europe. Of these, approximately 10% are international. This
~atio contrasts with voice traffic, where only 1% of transactions are international.
:~~atio

__ __._
---

----------~-------------..
_. ..
-----------~------------..---.-

-4Data communications have already overtaken telex in terms of total flow
now of traffic. The
total number of -data communications transactions in Western Europe was expected to
increase at a compound annual rate of 25% in the period 1979-1987.
1979:-1987. The number pi

international data communications transactions was estimated to increase at an annual
compound rate exceeding 30%.13 Similar developments can' be expected in Australia.
Indeed, we may go further, because of considerations of geographical isolation.
'informatisation'1 of society have been explored by
The implications of the 'informatisation
countries.1 4 Obviously, the implications include the impact of the new
reports in many countries)4
technology on employment, on the greater vulnerability of the wired society to terrorism,
accident and .mistake I5 , the implications for the telecommunications monopoly and for
tariff policies governing the movement of infqrmation as well as the

irnp~ications
irnp~ications

for

national security and defence and relations with non-computerised
international relations, natidnal
countries. IS These are not the subject of this essay. It surveys a different
developing countries.16
scene: the implications of the ,new technoiogy for the law and for lawyers. Obviously,
_society of diminishing numbers .of
_of
however, the wider implications must be watched. A .society
privileged workers, with declining work' of '8
'a routine character,
priVileged
t~nsions
t~nsions

~ay

engender social

that. require legal attention. A more vulnerable society may demand laws which

require dupl~cate
vital national dat~, special'" security
se~urityagainst
dupl~cate holdings of at least some'
some -vital
against
terrorism and accident and, possibly, the.licensingand
the.1icensing and policing of some computer systems,

~t least where societ~_,.,...fis
societ~_,.,..fis specially d~penden.t
d~penden.t upon them. The standardisation of
technology to provide better back-up facilities 'where.
-where. things go wrong, self~ufficiency
self~ufficiency
within areas of computer operation to prevent widespread haemorrhage of problems and,
possibly, the limitation of dependence on some foreign sources, at least where specially
vital or sensitive areas are in'volved, may require legislative guidance for the computerists
of the future. l7 For present purposes, it is enough to show that the technology is new,;
that its introduction is rapid and pervasiye and that it brings in its train many problems
which will not go away: inclUding
including legal problems.
COMPUTERS AND PRIVACY

Informatics alone does not explain the contemporary challenge to individual
privacy. Other considerations are relevant including the growth of the powers of entry,
search and seizure afforded ·to
-to ever-increasing numbers of government officials 18 and
new, intrusive business practices, such as direct marketing, ?oor-to-door canvassing and
like,19
like.1 9 Related technologies are relevant, suC;h' as the technology of
surveillance 20 and the special power of the modern media unfairly to intrude, without
21
justification, into the individual's private life. 2l
the

-5·-But,. overwhelmingly, the pressing international concern about the diminution of
·-But,

Y~~dti~l'pri~acy
;'"diJ\g~.1
'privacy is the result of the perceived potential of informatics to reduce the
:,..;",,,.,-,

At}()fand.even
'"V""~'
•.. ''''c
even
--.'"
".".

the "knowledge
-knowledge which the individual has of the way others are perceiving
dJ;/'.From8a primitive interest to defend the individual's person, through the interest to

..

j'p'JibiecLthe

territory and property immediately surrounding him, the modern concern of

itie'lll.,/;.Itod<fend
¥~_~e~~w:.to -d~.fend a zone of privacy, is addressed to the information p~numbra
penumbra concerning
-;---;:'-:i'.ridivid~alJ
w:hich he may be perceived by others and'
and relying ul?on
u!?on which
hl)in,lividtlal. on the basis of which

;-~~;~~'~~~-~ay be.made vitally affecting
~ffecting him.

~ec:i§\'1n.s.
..,'.. ,..,,", ~ay
~

'-,',

__ ,_,

_The features of automated personal data systems which attract concern have

'been
"al:a!ogued in numerous' studies. The recent discussion paper of the Australian Law
-;~cbee~:~~.a~alogued
C;::o~mis~ion, Privacy and Personal Information 23 , listed the following
·')tefo,~fn 90~mis~ion,

;~,::char:~d:t~ristics as those said to-raise new dangers for individual privacy:
::"'h'lra.cter,istics
Greatly jncrease~d
. _Amount.
,-,-,-,-- Greatly.increased
. capacity for storage of personal information.

;o,:speed.
Significant improvements in the speed and ease of retrieval of information.
;-~i:SDeed.Significant
'.
of handling and retrieving personal
";, ".Cost. Substantial reduction in the cost of

,"-,.infqrf:l}ation.
)nfqrf:Qation.
grau!? of technicians and professionals not
,:New Profession. Creation of a new grouf?of
.. , subject to traditional constraints applicable to the established professions.
professiOns.
--,subject
"

:Linkageso The p,?ssibility
p.?ssibility of effective cross-linkage between different information
:Linkages.
, ~ystems&
"-:-:,~ystems.

,:,Profiles. The possibility of constructing composite,
.:,Profiles.
composite· 'images' of individuals.
".'. ,A::cessibility.
,~:cessibility. Reduction of the intelligibility of personal information and inhibition
jn access by individual subjects to that information.
jnaccess

Centralisation. Readier centralisation of control over information and ease of
:- .~c,~ess
relevant power or specialised skills.
.~cHess to it by those with relevant

Trans Border Data Flows. Storage of personal

infor~ation
infor~ation

in overseas countries,

.. ':'lith
~ith the exponential growth of trans border flows of data. 24
practical instances
As a result of domestic recognition of these problems and of f?ractical

of perceived unfairness. and oppression, actual and potential, in automated personal data
systems, legislation has -been enacted in a number of countries, directly. or indirectly
quality control a~d security of automated personal data. 25
aimed at the protection, qUality

-u-

to

The growth" of trans border data flows and the capacity of the new technology
or frustrate domestic laws on data protection and data security led to

circ~rnvent
circ~rnvent

moves after 1971 to establish an international regime wh.ich would at the one time ensure
safeguards for individual privacy,and also limit undue interruptions to the free flow of
data, inclUding
including personal data, between nations.
In. the Council of Europe a committee of experts was established in 1971
sl?€cifically to address the protection of privacy with respect to the use of computers. As

a result of the report of that co~mittee,
co~mittee, two resolutions were adopted·by the Committee
of Ministers of the Council of Europ.e. The first, in September 1973, annexed certain
principles relating .to personal information stored in electronic data banks in the private
sector. The second, adopted in September 1974, annexed like principles for the pUblic
public
26
sector.
These resolutions have greatly' influenced the initiation and design of
European laws on data protection and data security.
In November 1973 the Commission of the European Communities delivered a
report to the EEC Council proposing a· Community policy on data processing. Although the
focus of this report
was the need to develop a viable' European information technology
reportw8s
industry, it concluded that the linkage of data banks, nationally and supra-nationally,
would ,re;quire
,require the establishment of common measures throughout the Communities for the
protection of its citizens. 27
1977 a committee of experts of the Council of' Europe

By

had been instructed to prepare a8. draft International Convention for the Protection of
In~ividuals
In~ividua1s

'with Regard to Automated Data Files'. It was contemplated that the
Convention would be open to adherence by non European countries. The final draft of the

Council of Europe Convention was approved by the committee of experts in May 1979. Its
adoption by the Council is expected in early 1981. 28
MeanWhile, in May 1979, the Eurppean Parliament adopted a resolution
Meanwhile,
EECCommission
Commission and Council, recommen!=Hng a Directive requiring strict
addressed to the EEC
observance to certain 'basic rules' of data protection in Member countries. Other
inclUding the Nordic Council, the
international organisations, including

Int~rnational
Int~rnational Federation

for

Information Processing, the International Council of Automatic Data Processing and the
United Nations itself, have been involved in consideration of the social implications of
inclUding those for privacy.29
informatics, including
So far as Australia is concerned, the international effort to
framework for data protection and data security laws of Uveliest
Ijveliest concern is
30
DEeD. Australia is a member of that organisation.
Concern about
OECD.

define the
that of the
the social

implications of computer 'development was expressed in the OECD as early as 1969. In 1971
31
consultant1s report was secured on Digital Information and the Privacy Problem. 3l
a consultant's

---------------~-----~------------------

-7. 1974' an DEeD seminar on Policy Issues and Data Protection and Privacv 32
the problems tha might arise from an

attem~t
attem~t

to enforce domestic privacy

trans border data flows. Between 1974 and 1977 the GECD Data Bank ~anelsought
~anel sought
s on-trans
id"ntlry policy guidelines on privacy. Following' a symposium in Vienna in 1977, the
-~id~ntifY

inel·.,as
re!?laced by an Expert Group on Trans Border Data Barriers and the Protection
_;~;{,was· rel?laced
,Privacy.
:p-~ivacy. II was elected Chairman. The priority mandate of this group required it to:
Develop -guidelines on basic rules governing trans border flow and the protection
of personal data and privacy in order to facilitate a harmonisation of national
legislation, without precluding the establishment of an International Convention
at a later date. 33

a

"'h~ Expert Group was instructed to carry out its activities 'in close co-operation llnd
'~olns"llt'"ti,'n'
"~nsultat.ionl

with the Council of Europe and the European Community.

and an
The Expert Group reported in November 1979 with draft Guidelines and
OEeD Committee for
xplanatory Memorandum. The report was transmitted by the DECD
,tiClermllle
_cientific and_ Technological Policy to the Council of the Organisation. At its 523rd

Me.eting on 23 September 1980, the Council adopted recommendations commending the
·GtIideliines.
to member countries to take them into account fin
9u~?eline~, to
Tin their domestic legislation',

'endeavour to remove o~t
o~" avoid creating unjustifiable obstacles to trans border flows of
-.;.'"
.
--;."
, 34
t
';p,,,s,,ri,,l
guidelines,.34
.. -er~o~al data
~atat and to 'co-operate in the implementation of the guidelines
.
Several
..;~ountries abstained from the recommendations, including Australia. 35 The Australian
_,~o

- ,

'·resel·vBlticm was to permit domestic consultations with State officers necessary because of
{~_eser~ation
\~.he-limited
limited power of the Commonwealth to enact laws on privacy or data protection for

<.~he implementation of the DECD resolution. 36 One important difference between the
.':OECD approach and that of its European counterpart is that, in terms, the DECD
OECD
\;'Guidelines
Tthe particular dangers to
G1uideliines are not limited to automated data. Whilst recognising 'the
~~individual

privacy raised by automation and computerised data banks, and increasing

\~ominance of automated· data processing methods, especially in trans border data
~;nowsI37 the Guidelines apply to personal data posing
posjng a danger to privacy and individual

,liberties,.
whether 'because of the manner in which they are prt?cessed
liberties,'whether
prC?cessed or because of their
:.nature or the context in which they are llsed'.38
used,.38
The Guidelines had not been adopted by the OECD Council and were therefore
public when the Australian·
Australian Law Reform Commission ?roposed its suggestions for
.:7 Australian laws on privacy to deal with the problems of data protection, quality control
'·'and security
in
the
area
of
personal
information
within
Australia.39
Australia. 39

-8Nevertheless, "the influence of the broad principles stated in the Guidelines can be seen
both in the statement of general principles set out in the Commission's discussion
psper 40 and in the particular recommendation on information privacy. Because of their
OEeD, and
importance as the framework of agreed general principles adopted by the GEeD,

because of the very international nature of the technology involved, it is convenient to
refer here the Guidelines containing the basic principles of national application. It should

be pointed out that the Guidelines envisage differing protective measures for differing
obvie.usly do not
categories of personal data 41 ; exclusion of personal data 'which obviously
42
contain any risk to privacy and individual liberties , limitation by some countries of
application of the Guidelines only to automatic processing of personal data 43 ,
exceptions on the grounds of national sovereignty, security and the like 44 , special
application in countries with federal constitutions 45 , and supplementation for the
further protection of privacy and individual liberties.46
lbasic principles' are:
liberties. 46 The 'basic
The Social Justification Principle
The Collection Limitation Principle
The Information Quality Principle
The Purpose Specification Principle
The Disclosure Limitation Principle
Tpe
Tile Security Safeguards Principle
The Policy of OpenTJ.€ss
OpenJ).€ss Principle
.;.r'

The Time Limitation Principle
The Accountability Principle
The Individual Participation Principle.
The Australian Law Reform Commission has concluded that Australian law does not
provide adequate present protection for privacy..In
privacy .. In particular, it has expressed the view
that the protections for the privacy of personal information are piecemeal and
inadequate.47 The provisi~n of new protections by the "law is declared to be both
urgent. 48 The Commission has concluded that the new pr~tection should
necessary and urgent.
in the collection, use, disclosure and storage of
establish general (?rinciples to be observed in·
maChinery should be set in place
personal information. It has proposed that general legal machinery
which elaborates the general rules for application to particular information systems,
provides for conciliation of differences, allows for the resolution of disputes and, in
appropriate cases, the enforcement of decisions necessary to uphold individual privacy,
permits community education, and develops law reform ,'adequate to cope with the
fast-moving

information

technology

as

it

affects

individual

privacy

and

other

liberties,~49 Specifically, it is suggested that a Commonwealth Privacy Act be passed
liberties,~49

Commission,' certain limited
providing for the creation of a Privacy Council, a Privacy Commission,
including for breach of standards laid
rights of civil action, enforceable in the courts, inclUding
down by the Privacy Act or otherwise established by law. 50

-9-

._,

-riu'ring November 1980,

~ublic hearings
the L-aw Reform Commission conducted ~ublic

:~i parts of Australia. In Western Australia, the I?ublic hearing was conducted jointly
Law Reform Commission of that State, which has parallel terms of reference on
tIf'the Law'Reform

pro"t:ection •. A number of seminars were also conducted, organised by the legal
.~~~y ptot:ection.·
~ol'ession.,., the' Australian Computer
computer Society and the Institute of Credit Management. At
'b'i~s~'ion~ithe<A~stralian

'tim"e 6f
~f Writing, no final decisionsdecisions· have been made on the shape of Australia's
Austrnlia's data
"e'time
in the course
public hearings and seminars, a number of
:~iVa~y laws. However, in
coiJrse of the pUblic
rec~r~-~d, identifying the' special concerns about information privacy held by
"e-cie~ rec~r~-~d,

'ustr'a:lians.'These
~ustra1ians. These -included concern about criminal records, child welfare records;
records, credit
banking records, employment and referees' reports, the privacy of social security
d:banking
!laim'EUll:s'
'and medical records. 51 One issue provoked heated submissions by com
community
{;9.iiriarits"and
munity
~n(i' indivf'duals,
roups anci'
i~div{dUals, namely the extent to which legally enforceable protection should
iive~ to claims to privacy by children and young persons. 52 The design of the
'An,,\i,lOS
submissions. 53
53-"The
The
clions and remedies necessary to defend privacy also drew many sUbmissions.
isSu-e here is whether it is necessary to go beyond the advisory, conciliation model
cCe'ntrar:"i~iJehere
6f"th~ :: Priva'cy Committee of New South Wales. 54 Fe~ submissi'ons have doubted the
f~r le"glslation
le-gislation of some kind. One important submission 55 cautioned against"
against- an
~eed"tbr
'Pf>rOllCh to p~ivacy
privacy protection'laws
protection-laws which is exclusively technological. Privacy protection
:~pprri~~h
simple matter of locks, keys, encryption and other safeguards on computers.
-~~' not ~"simple
Ol1:imal"ly rt
i't is not a mere question of efficiency. Respect for individual integrity is a
Ultimat~ly
,~r'"CtlrrJ:n~
whiCh trace their origin to the common law of England. The
,'f~~urr1rig feature of laws which
1
nrenew"an
~'-'probi~;ins
plrot)le'ins are
~ew- an(JCJ overWhelmingly
overwhelmingly technological. But the valUes
values Which
which the law should
seek tci
to "protect
-protect' in the face of the new problems are not new. Efficiency and even trade

,::r.easons56 for adopting modern'
mOdern' priva~y
priva~y and data"
data- protection laws are no substitute for a
~iclear-sighte'd
important individual liberties which are at stake.
clear-sighte'd recognition of the importantindividualliberties

'COMPUTERS
~COMPUTERS AND EviDENCE

Am~ngst
Am~ngst

The development of the computer poses many other pra:blems for the law.
these none is so urgent of resolution and frequent in manifestation as the need to

. modify the law of evidence to permit more readily the admissibility in court trials of

"':'-~oIJh:)ll'ter'
output. "The
-The basic problem is the hearsay- rule which forbids the admiSSion
admission at, a
:-compu'ter' output..
-trial'
eVid~nce, oral or documentary, Which cannot be deposed to, from his own
-ii.'ial -or
of evidence,
'-',knowledge, by'
the person giving evidence before the court. This fule
rule is itself an outgrowth
"',knowledge,
by"the
:"bf
"of the continuous
con:inuous oral adversary triSl
trial 'of
'Of the common lawIt has been influenced
influenced in its
,'.'". deveropment,
~eveiopment, and in the exceptions which have grown up, by the system of jury trial.

- 10-

and
But it is also grounded in principles of fairness: that litigants should be able to face Bnd
test by cross-examination their accusers, that courts should base their decisions only on
In the solemn
reliable and, ·where necessary, tested and scrutinised information, and that .in
business of judicial determination, particularly where liberty is at stake, the means should
be available to check and verify material before the court. The advent of photocopying,
data processing and electronic communication and their widespread use throughout the
community, render the maintenance of these rules in their present state unreasonable and
indeed impossible. It would be'- intolerable to require that every person who has
contributed to a computer record should be available to prove his or her contribution to

8

computer record. Tl)at was difficult enough and already -unreasonable. in the case of
business records before computer.isation. It becomes even more unreasonable when
computerisation is adopted:
Computers are used because they increase efficiency and decrease costs. These
aCl].ieved by
by decreasing the contact between human beings
effects are partly aCl]-ieved
and the information needed to conduct a business. More and more human
functions in the fields of collection, collation and calculation have been
assumed by the machines. Where human beings are employed, they commonly
have to deal faster and

~ith

more information than used to be the case. Most

. of records is often a
importantly of all, the storage and reproduction .of
process •. The forms in which this information is found
cOmpletely automated process•.
also diverge from the old patterns. Once upon a time individual human beings
could_ be expected to remember transactions to which they have been party, or
own. ~ecords.
~ecords. Now they can do no
could at least verify the accuracy of their own,
more than secure the display of information which

~ay

have been initially

expressed by the depression of keys on a keyboard,. transmitted as pulses of
manipula,Jed as a series of electrical charges in a
electrical energy over a wire, manipula,:ted
ferrite core and finally deposited as a pattern. of magnetised particles on a
plastic disc. 57
Unhappily, for the

~olution
~olution

difficulty that
of. this problem, there remains the abiding diffiCUlty

mistakes do occur. It is simply not appropriate. to accept, without any precaution. or
reservation, the printout c;>f any computer as if the technology were a guarantee of
accuracy and, in some magical way, prov~ded pr'otection against false, negligent or even
maliciously misleading information. A re.cent South African report addressing legislation
regulating the admissibility of computer-ge'nerated evidence put the problem -this way:

.J.l ·- u

:'-~'Olnput,ers
are
:;-(3oi'nputersare

the object of deep pUblic
public suspicion. At one time or another most

have expressed our alarm
\-,bfUs -have
):;"Tee,triici'tv. water
_,_~~~lec'tri.city,

at an income tax assessment, or a bill for rales,
rates,
or the telephone, by instinctively blaming the machine from

~~:~;,whlch it came for some mysterious error, and we think no better of the 'device
,,",'\vlhi'ih

judge undoubtedly spoke for a
we discover there was none. An American jUdge
t!~W,henwe
."'';;:;l!lrl!'e·constituency
:;:~:}i'arge .constituency when he complained in a judgment 'As one of the many who
received computerised bills and •••
... letters for accounts long since paid, I
':::ihave:-received
a· computer as the equivalent of holy
·not. prepared to accept the pr:oduct of a,
;;am'not.
;:,writ'.--lmention
;~,t,'wr'n'.·-I
mention all this because the resistance of the man in the street to what
strikes him as domination by computers, amounting sometimes to mild paranoia
. "over them, is a reality which cannot be ignored altogether.58
",,'o',er
altogether. 58
~jldC]pa'raIl0i"
jidjp~ranoia'
,~'o/_;'does

referred to is not deflected by I?rotestations of the low incidence of

the design of a program
I?rogram to detect error or the. implementation of audit

'.!il[gk:in!:,:~'ro,ce,jur'es reduce the feeling of helplessl.ness against the machine. Though
J{!9,1<~ng';'procedures
:'~yi::p~ ;,true that errors are few in relation to the ever-expanding operations of
_~'4t4rs~:: obviously as the use of computers penetrates society even more universally

aJre"dy has,
'-"~L~J;eadY
..','c....

the numbers of mistakes will grow. Not all of them will be innocent. It

jfc'rd}l~tr,eason
"rJ;}}~t reason

that statutory conditions must be established for the reception in court
-.~fu;pY:ter'-generated evidence. Consideration must not only be given to the issue of

jiiifss.\bilit:r.
~#;~iJ).ty. It must also be given to the issue of weight:
if
tf

.;,"
-:-t .;."

J,!ith traditionally prepared records a trier of fact .can
can recognise potential
.With
jUdge is usually able properly to evaluate a set of records
error.•.•.•
_•.• A judge
sources of error
if he is told how they were prepared. There is little need for a proponent of the
evidence to go in to a lengthy discourse on the possibility of error and the
prec;autions taken. There is a serious risk with computers that the judge ..• will
be overly impressed by the computer!s mystique and will unnecessarily accept
its output as reliable. 59
Attempts have been made, by legislation, to provide for the admission of
.J'computer-generated evidence. In the United States, the most common form of such
:~;!:l~gisl~tion
the hearsay/ule adopted-earlier
adopted' earlier to cope
Je]psJaltion is an elaboration of an exception to the
,::;,W"ith business records of large and imperson.al
impersonal corporations. The adoption of this exception
60
,':.·)~nla:de it easier for State and .Federal
_Federal 61 efforts at uniform law reform. ~o provide a
/i~':r,egime for computerised material, most of it
it being business records. In England, an

;;-;"amendment
)C'lmen,dment to the Civil Evidence Act in 1968 provides for the admission, under given
j1circumstances,
lstatementcontained
contained in a document produced by a compu,ter
compu.ter1l • 62 In'
mstances, of a 'statement
63
~~t'themajority
it was held that
majority decision in Myers v. The Director of Public Prosecutions
"'\e,,,ti.in
}Y'~ertain microfilmed reco!ds of production-line cards were not admissible as proof of the
_,?~j;n'umbers

of

the

component

parts

of

partiCUlar
particular

motor

vehicles.
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.Lord Reid appealed for legislation 'on a wide survey of the whole field
field'' and declared that

such a survey was 'averdue'.64 An amendment to the Criminal Evidence Act 1965 sought
to deal w-ith
with this problem, although not in terms specific to computer generated evidence.

In Australia, a number of law' reform reports 65 and a serie~ of statutory
provisions 66 have sought to provide for the admission, under sp~cified
sp~cified conditions, of
computer-generated data. Because it was an early entry into the field, the South
Australian legislation has been the subject of considerable overseas scrutiny ~nd even
adaptation. 67

1
1 ..

...

In Australia, subject to occasional, specific rules in Commonwealth
68' the general rule governing the admissibility of evidence in federal courts

~~I"1:tllWey
which they sit. 69 In
~@1:tllWey apply the laws of evidenoe of the State or Territory in whioh

1977 the Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs of the Australian
Senate, in a report on the Evidence (Australian Capital Territory) Bill 1972, recommended
that a comprehensive review of the law of evidence be undertaken by

t~e

Australi8.!l Law
AustraliB.!l

Reform .C·ommission
_Cbmmission 'with a view to producing a code of evidence appropriate to the
present day,.70 In July
JUly 1979 the Commonwealth Attorney-General referred the law of
evidence applicable in federal courts and the courts of the Territories to the Australian
Law Reform Commission for examination and report. 71 Amo'ng
Arna'ng the stated
considerations taken into account was 'the need for modernisation of the law of evidence
evidence'.l •
l

tbe review was declared to be the production of 'a wholly
Among the aims of the'"
comprehenSive law of evidence based on cQncepts appropriate to current conditions and
-requirements', These phrases obviously refer, amongst other things, to the
anticipated -requirements'.
advent of information science.
The Commission has commenced its review. To determine the scope and
direction of reform, it has distributed widely a discussion paper? 2 and an issues
paper?3. It is pointed out that despite the interim measures adopted in the
Commonwealth Evidence Act concerning business documents and computer-produced
evidence, the State and Territory provisions may nonetheless operate in particular cases
before federal

courts.

These provisions contain differences both of

detail

and

approach. 774
4 The discussion paper poses the question:
Technology '"••• continues' to develop at a rapid rate and the question arises
whether current law is adequate

f~r

new information media and whether

problems are in fact being experienced in tendering evidence which consists of
material stored in computers, processed by computers and produced by
'evidence need modification to facilitate proof of
computers. Do the laws of "evidence
telex,

satellite

and

other

modern

forms

of

communication?
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'iic';Ah,'thei'e
problems in the use of evi.dence produced by modern equipment such
;.f:;i\i:'!,tthere -problems
~:>~:as----s'atellite photographs? Do the laws of evidence prevent the use of
i:_:~\iiaeo;.taped evidence and should this be allowed? It might be of great
1J;":~"n,,'enien,ce
}:;~'o'r1vEmiEmce and

less expensive to allow oral evidence to be recorded and given

way_ The disparity between the community's use and the law's use of
iil.:'this way.
-"~~:,'\s-ufvey"evidence has already been noted. 75
""''"',:,-ui'vevevidence

f{§l"n,e'rilajor'aims
f_~thg.'ina'jor'aims of the Law Reform Commission's inquiry into the law of evidence
fe(ler~i':~ild
(f~~af\~a:hd Territory courts must be the reduction of the disparity between the
_";~:¥lit~l~tuse of information and the availability of that information for authoritative
:isi6n--m,aKi:rii>;
when -a dispute arises. The existence of unacceptable differences between
S:lort.;;.:rnakirig'when'a
i,;iiW:er'ial:a"cept"d
'an'§f~'ii~l~acceptedas reliable and relevant in everyday life,
Ufe, on the one hand, and the
~~'ri:~;Efja~m.j·tted when an issue has 'to be resolved in court, on the other, should not be
,jcl,ert,;EPil.dIrijtt"d
·~:;/~'d:~;tt>·p'ersist. Otherwise, the courts will be regarded as unnecessarily obstructive,

'e:,istaif'n'o'
changing realities apd
'IstanBto'changing
Bpd unrealistic and unhelpful in their approach to resolving
:'~~~s~';i'ndistmte;
dispute;

~sties'in'

Reforrri Commisson's inquiry
The initiation of the Australian Law Reform
inqUiry into the law
r;e,Viderice may provide the occasion for a close national scrutiny in Australia of the
'pf;'",iden".
inodifi,i!al:iolis' to the trial system necessary to secure at the one time a realistic approach
lnCl,dific'ations'
·:generated by qr through the new technology and a security against erroneous
'.' to:'data'::generated

'~;-~decision"';iilaking
-de"isiion"rilakiing that would result' from a blind faith in machines.
COMPUTERS AND CRIME
-Towards the end of 1980 officers of the Australian Federal Police were reported

l!rgiryg
ye~ another ttisk for the Law !teform
t!rgiryg ---:ye~
!teforro
'.finformatisation' of Australian society. Within the
'.tinformatisation'

Commission, relevant

adminis~ration,
adminis~ration,

to

the

and now publicly,
pUblicly, the

for- a national and comprehensive inquiry into the implicatIons of computerisation for
need for'
,'." ,the
the' criminal law has been discussed.
will, fall within the terms of
Some antisocial conduct involving computers Will,
current criminal offences. In Europe and North America concern about the perceived

to-employment and liberty have already led to attacks 'upon computer centr.es and
dangers' to:employment
the_,destruction
the,
'destruction of computer equipment. 76 Such conduct may be liable to be prosecuted
under current crimes relating to malicious damage to prope:rty, arson and the like. The
problem ,of. computer crime in this context is likely to be "less the adaptation of the
prOblem

penalties.
language of present criminal·offences than the inadequacy of current maximum penalti'es.
As has already been stated, the capacity of the computer to centralise vital and often

unduplicated data can result in unprecedented dislocation, when the data base is destroyed
or significantly interrupted.

- 14It is when one turns to the fraudulent misuse or manipulation of computerised

data, that even greater problems arise. Here, not only must the difficulties of proof
confronted in the Myers decision be addressed.77 Even if the law of evidence is
amended and if penalties are increased to reflect the huge financial losses to the victims
that may be involved, other problems remain. One a!
of these, rather intangible in character,
have in tracLing down and prosecuting cases of computer
is the difficulty which police havE!

fraud, extortion and manipulation. The victims of such crimes are very often large,
fraUd,
sometiines even capable of absorbing substantial1osses.
substantial losses. Society
impersonal corporations, sometimes
imper,sonal
often finds it difficult to understand, and then to appreciate the antisocial quality of,
computer fraud. Moreover,

poli~e
poli~e

are not always equipped, by training to have a

sufficiently thorough understanding of computer technology, successfully to track down
and,prosecute offenders. Sometimes, the amount at stake is so great that corporations
may be tempted not to involve the police. Often the personnel involved have been hitherto
trusted members of staff. The embarrassment of detection and the disclosure of weak
internal procedures may prov!de a motive for 'internal' resolution of the problem.
Furthermore, more than one commentator has pointed to an additional problem, namely
that computer criminals are typically young, highly intelligent and often likeable
actions.7S
characters with no difficulty of rationalising and defending their actions.78
An addition problem, bound up with the need for reform of the law of evidence,
is the difficulty of prosecuting complex computer frauds before a lay jury. The South
Australian Commissioner for Corporate Affairs explained this difficulty thus:
If the computer remains an unknown, 'orwellian' device to all but a few trained

experts, how can we expect a lay jury to properly comprehend the way in which
a computer was used to effect a fraud possibly running into millions of donars?
...
••• Courts, juries and witnesses spend a vast amount of time engaged -in the
hearing of [matters of 'formal proof']
proo!'] .79
Solutions to

~his

procedural difficulty include simplification and reform of the law of

evidence, procedu.ral changes to require pre-trial conferences to settle the 'reaP issues for
judge sitting alone. SO
trial and provision, either compulsory or on election, for trial by jUdge
characterising antisocial
Transcending all of these difficulties is the problem of chara.cterising
crim.inal
activities involving computers by reference to currently existing and appropriate crim.ina.l
offences. Theft is traditionally defined as carrying away the,property belonging to another
with the intention of permanently depriving the owner of the possession of it. But in the
case of a computer, the true loss may occur without any asportation of the computer
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:"iir"even"
"" -.,,--" the software. Access at a terminal to vital information may suffice•
suffice.
.br",:';fransferring
·''transferring that information may involve no carrying way of identifiable
~C:>:Th6t.ighiri'
:if:'
TllOl,.h in' England, following the Theft Act 1968, the English. Law Commission
~~Nd'ed that the misuse of a campu tel' to steal money from a bank or property from

'gtwQuld
'theft', the same may not be
e:t<~ouIO be punishable within the present definition of rtheft',
8"
';~~':thos"e Australian jurisdictions which have not followed the Theft Act. 8
" The
,'not an academic one. In War-d
~s-"notan
Ward v. The Superior Court of Cnlifornia 82 an
'of~a'computer firm secured
'ee'of~a'computer
secured the transmission of programs of a rival firm into his

~-.,~?fupUter's stored memory. He then made a copy of the programs. Charges were laid

~-'iiie' Californian Penal Code relating to provisions governing theft and trade secrets.

code 'articles' for the I?urpose of theft is very broadly defined. Nevertheless, it was
}(code
the 'electronic rel?resentation
program contained in the computer memory
J~~rthe'electronic
representation of the I?rogram
- be 'regarded as an 'article' within the scope of the definition. The criminal law is
a\'no"fbe'regarded

Jfl,;naJly'JiT~nal1Y' --interpreted
-~'interpreted

with strictnessa
Offences designed before the advent of
strictness. Offences'

fOrm"ti,;s
nja"Hes

may not, in terms, ~al?ply
which, admittedly 'wrong' and harmful
harmfUl in
~apply to conduct Which,
'~!~b,r-,a.i-sens·e, is nevertheless not caught up by current penal characterisations. 83
ii\coralls,mse,
~:Tapl?er has, rightly in my view, stressed the utility of stigmatising certain acts,
.!:f-'~~~#~"'<Tapper

fif-ii'61Vea"the misuse of computers, as criminal. To
[their] commission and has a salutory
_~'~ifi~'t '[their]

do so 'fortifies the social pressures
effect upon business practice'.84

'):l'urrier6u:s offences h-,~.~"·been
.:.:,'~~,~fOUS
hJ~.~';·been created in the United States to deal with computer
~J;~jmes.85 In Australia,

the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General is already

;~J,afilihiIjg some of the issues relating' to computer crime, particularly in relation to
~~~'kfNih-iri-g
'~J'iI~'e~Hgation' and prosecution of such crimes. The need for a national examination of the
1",.ve~iigation
3;£~i~¥arit substantive law seems overdue.
:··:r.l';.':"1

THiNKING POSITIVELY

Other areas for law reform initiative exiSt.
exist. They include the stUdy
study of
ins~8.ht~a.ileous and inter'national informatics technology for the present r.uIes
r.ules governing
.:ins!8.ht~a.ileous
conflicts·
of laws. Particularly in a federation, there may be a need for urgent attention to
conflicts'of
, ; this,
problem. Tapper calls' to notice the urgency of revision of the law of contracts86J
contracts86,
':';
this:'problem.
SS An
87 and procedural' practices, such as dis~overy of documents. S8
__ the
the,';law
law of torts S7
-i~~"ortant
-i~~"ortant area for comprehensive re-examination is one relevant to the Commonwealth's

constitutional powers. I refer to the implications of computers for intellectual property
confidentiali!y).S9 The recent report on
la\v:'(patents, copyright, trade secrets and confidentiali!y).89
Al?plied Research and
IrlIormation
IrlIorinstion Technology issued by the Advisory Council for Applied
90
Dev~lopinent
Dev~lopinent in Britain concluded that the copyright laws 'need to be modified to
c'over information held in forms other than writing on pap~r':

- 16Developments in [information technology] mean that information will in future
be held in electronic, magnetic or optical forms and so the lack -of appropriate
copyright law will constitute a hazard for the users of [information technology]
innovative concepts. '" The risks to
and could remove incentives to develop -innovative

[information· technology1 users of inadequate copyright protection will be
enhance~i

by the ease with which copies of documents (whether paper or

locations.••• We recomme~d
recomme~d that the
electronic) will be sent to distant locations.•••
Government should put' in hand urgently a review of the legal reforms required
use of [information technology] in the U.K. and should
to aid and expedite the use
possible~9l
then legislate to bring about such reforms as fast as possible~9l

There are many other problems to be

addre~ed by.the
addre~ed

law, including regulations that will
ensure compatability ana consistency in information te-chnology standards92 , review of
the laws governing telecommunications93 and revision of other current laws overtaken
by the penetration of computers. 94
So far, this essay has been a catalogue of woe: presenting a long list of the
problems which law reformers and lawmakers must address quickly -if the law is to service
efficiently the computerised so·ciety.
sc>"c:iety. Such an unrelieved, pessimistic approach to the new
technology is not warranted. There is-little
is -little doubt that informatics will penetrate the.
the,
Auststitla ·as
'as the century closes a,nd
B,nd alter .fundamenta-lly many lawyerly.
lawyer;s office in Auststifia
tasks and the ways we go

a~out

them. The

chang~

has already begun with the quite rapid

introduction of word processers into legal offices. The labour-saving potential of these
machines,

~heir

capacity to store precedents susceptible to variable use Bnd to take over

much routine correspondence and documentation has already been perceived by the
solicitors' profession..
profession .. The judiciary and the Bar have proved less adaptive so far, though
word processors are a most sensible device fqr the painstaking task of opinion
opinion-_writing.
writing.
Routine work including some pleading and, to _an extent, advices on evidence, are
susceptible to this new technology, with the additional merit that a basic form can ensure
that Slips
slips of the mind and oversight are reduced. Despite the very high incomes reputedly
earned by many barristers, so far as is known no individual barrister and no set of
chambers in Australia have -yet gone over to the new technology.
teChnology. Statute law is
is well .
adapted to computer retrieval, particularly where, as in Australia, a textual mode
mode~f
~f
amendment has generally. been adopted. In fact, the

Common~ealthhas
Common~ea1th has

already

implemented a scheme for the -computerisation of the Commonwealth statutes. It is
possible to retrieve Acts of the Commonwealth

Par1ia~ent
Par1ia~ent

and to conduct computer

searches of those Acts either for the limited specific needs of a case or for more detailed
analysis. An example of the latter is to be found in the Law Reform Commission's interim ..

- 17~;~t~ncin of Federal Offenders. 95
~~~~~~:;;;;~~;!;~~;:::

In
In that
that report,
report, incon~istent
incon~istent provision
provision for
for
~'t\ln',:Commonwealth statutes passed over, the years since federation could be

:-~?::d,\:~i!~·ust~a.ted by

the aid of computer techniques. The same procedure done
'si~plY not have been possible within the resources and time
tim e available to
<~_:~~~ld::SimpIY
~'<~;~~iori~9~mj':S\9>n.,6 -.The result of the co_mputer-aided analysis of the statute book was a

officers obta.in confusing, inconsistent and sometimes manifestly unfair
::'~:di~i~t ~fficers
·.·JllqlC!SLl

~_d·i;~~t.i'~~· from this legislative source about the'
·directiion
the punishment that they should
. -_'-in;p-~s~'-on
on persons convicted of Comm.onwealth offences. 97
mission proposed a major overhaul and reform of
Commission
,;

.

rof cri'minal penalties.
~i~r~g:i6{~'~h;'inal
--'.-"

-::t",,~."

'.' ;.'." ,; ~.'_':;'

~he

Commonwealth statutes

The utility of the computer-generated search for such a

'fe~~:'is,ob~iOUS.,
,.e
•••",.,..,'ob~~.o~~: Other empirical work included in the sentencing report illustrates the
,:;~U~-~~ of-or,',' ~he
the" analytical capacity and speed of performance of computers for the
;~fg!rless

IB:,w reform
f;~~~,~:::~i law

in Aust~ralis..98
Aust~ralis..98 Computers are also being used in other tasks of

Ciimlni,:gie,n,including
he_G~~'~iSsion,-,
inclUding the B;nalysis
analysis of federal legislation relevant to privacy and the

<.

-/:.':')

. '.'

.

ixs,mlnaltiOllpur[)ose of testing
:(anJjnation~ of.
of- New South Wales debt recovery process, for the pUl'[)ose
pr()pelSals
an~ procedures in Australia. 99
~opo;a1s for the reform of debt recovery laws an~
st8.rt haS _!ilready
legal data other than
~'<, ,-A
Astart
,!ilready been made in the computerisation of legal
~;~tUl:.~S.
Th~ process is already well advanced in the United States and was recently
tt!tl!~:~s. 'Th~
filiip :'in Britain by the inauguration of a National Law Library with computer
',~vell;:<~,~:-ii1ii~)n
judiciary and the
",-nfl?rrrii~ion,,retrieval
retrieval systems for the supply of legal material to the jUdiciary
jp,rofe,~:~~on. Terminals
~erminals have been provided in various centre's of Britain and seminars held
;(prof'es:'ion.
ov~r'~' the country to explain the compo'sition
composition of the ,data
-data base 'and
"and the procedures for
~'~{a,ccess:~'o0

:::an
',,'...

,'.-

Some "observers
'observers have voiced scepticism and even fears concerning the
-; [?roliferation,
proliferation- of legal data banks.10
banks)O 1 The danger of drowning in a mass of
,~:;"·comp~ter-generated
:comp~ter~eneratedprecedents and of failing, even more than we already do, to search
However r legal'data
legal-data continues to amass
"',", for principles rath~r than pr~cedent,
pr~cedent, is a "real
,real one. However,
_at
~at an alarming rate. In the field of statute law alone, Parliaments in Australia now enact
more than a thousand Acts annually at a Commonwealth and State level. This says nothing
of SUbordinate legislation. It says nothing of case law, includi~g jUdicial
judicial elaborations upon

to expand. The federal
-.statutory
',statutory language. The lawyers' data base in Australia continues to
system itself contributes to the proliferation. But at the s;me time, there is little doubt
that 'we do not maximise the use of relevant, valuable, interstate authority. A
conscientious New South Wales lawyer is more likely to be aware of English than of
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Tasmanian· or Western Australian Buthority. Properly programed, computers can instil a
high degree of specificity. They can relieve lawyers of the drudgery of tracking down
relevant statutes and case law. Moreover, they can provide an assurance against the

greater danger of entirely overlooking relevant, recent legislation or a critical,
authoritative court decision. Though there are problems 102 , there must be little doubt
just in time to rescue lawyers from the
that computers have arrived on the scene just
exponential growth of legal data. Indeed, it has even been suggested that, just as
computer analysis can help law reformers to analyse material in search for new principles,
so they may be able to BS'>ist in the development of the common law and in the prediction
03
judicial decisions, based on the extension and application of existing authority.I
authority.103
of jUdicial
playa8 large purt
Finally, there seems little doubt that computers will come to play
in registered land conveyancing in Australia. This is not a new idea. Tapper predicted the
development in England in 1973. 104 In the United States, Chief Justice Burger in an
address to the National Conference on Administration of Justice in 1976, said that 'ways
must be found to simplify and reduce the cost of land title searches and related expenses
of home purchasing and financing'.

'Mo~ern
1Mo~ern

computer technology', he said, 'could greatly

area'.105
reduce costs in this area'.l05
All of this seems obvious. Yet when the present writer suggested to a
Conf.erence of Surveyors that planning should commence at once to establish a national
land use data base, not only for land conveyancing but for the use of the hundred and more
authoritie~
authoritie~

- Commonwealth, State and Local Government - with concerns in land use,

SOCiety
the notion was denounced as a 'misty-eyed dream' by a Past President of the Law Society
of New South'
South- Wales. lOS
lOG Likewise, when the proposal was made that computers would,
in a relatively short space of time, replace the need for lawyers in much of the work
associated with land conveyancing, warranting the entry of other responsible persons to
t1'!e legal profession's justifiable
the work, this suggestion was denounced as a betrayal of tl1e
monopoly, in most parts of Australia, in paid land conveyancing.1 07
The process of the computerisation of land titles has already begun. Recent
announcements in Australia give hints of the things to come. In Victoria, during November
1980, the Attorney-'General, Mr. Haddon Storey QC, announced the introduction of a
computer system to facilitate t~e processing and ~earching of dealings in land at the
Titles Office. In South Australia, the first stage of a new computerised land information
AUstralian Minister for Lands, Mr.
system was launched in December 1980. The South Australian
Peter Arnold, opened the Land Ownership and Tenure System (LOTS). For a small charge,
public with an interest in land can make an inquiry and examine
members of the pUblic
documents of an unlimited variety of government recording systems, without the need of
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More than 30 terminals are already in operation in Adelaide and

~s..108 The prospect of a national computerised land and title data base must be

:t~~~d.-,.
"'5.,,",

'._'"'::The implications of these developments for the legal profession of Australia are
": Sl!~veys sugg,e!;jt
<f's~rv~ys
~llgg,e!;jt that about half of 'awyers ll time in Australia is devoted to land
09 Half the fee income of lawyers in Australia is
~ss.ociated work.1
~ork.109
.
';09'
~ri~in~
~n(J'llsspciated

;).;;'1'::';' ;

~

-:'

,:

.

~,'~e~ive

fr9m
fr0
rIl this field of activity. Yet if much of the routine work of land
(esp_ecially domestic
domestic land'
land transfers) is susceptible, in whole or part, to
,:::~~~~~ (~s~_eciallY
llO J the
:
--~r~at~-ent'
ig
an
administ~ative
madellO,
"'\.l~r/\;~at_rTl-ent· in
administrative rather than an adversarial made

'f:i~'~~i;o~_
fo~, "~)awy~rsl
Ji9'~ti.on for.
alawyers monopoly of'
of this work will fast disap\?ear. The implications of
.c::;:~c·~h·ange:"affecting
so
many
of
the members and such a great pro\?ortion
eh,anlze,-.affecting
pro[)ortion of the
l

~th~ lega~,
lega~. [)rofession
':'I11~~::~Lth~
I?rofession of Australia, must be carefully and urgently considered by

:.~ho···appr·~~iat~ the importance of a bUsy,
busy, prosperous and independent 'legal
~'e·':.~ho··:appr·e~iat~

5f,,",sion
,fessIon for the effective maintenance
rnai~tenance of the rule of law. The Law Council of Australia

-it;:;,...GoIl.st.it~e.nt b9dies
bodies must, as it seems to me, promote,
pr?mote, in earnest, the search for
'it;:;,.,Gopstituent
2roP'·~:i'~.~~·,'-I"Tl~d·e~n
~orthY of the legal profession
,pr'DpI:ia,te,
~.o?E:!rn and adequately remunerated work, worthy
profession. and

re~I.ace the
t.he
.~Jla~f~_:i9'.~~~I,~ce

remunerative land conveyancing, much of which falls victim
victi~ to
automated procedures. Obviously, the computer will not in the foreseeable future
ttine~"e~tom~tedpr~cedures.

entirely the need
g~lac~'entit'elY

for the lawyer's assistance in land transfers. Large, complicated

dealif!.gs j:.~will
rid commercial
com-mercial dealings
:_~will continue to require skilled legal advice. Problems and
.:, .

':' ;.'"
;.,1"

:',putes_will
_will arise which will require legal resolution. But the fact remains that a great
'I of land
~and conveyancing will be susceptible to automation. A realisation of this
kelihQocl- will
'kelihoo,d
wP.1 pro.mote a search by lawyers for diversification and for appropriate, and
.rrently unmet, needs for legal services.
,urlrenltlv

This piece could do no more than to sketch, with

a broad brush, the implications

.;0£ computerisation for some of the compartments of the law and for law reform. The
:p~netration of informatics into all sectors of the Australian community is beyond doubt.
'pen"tratilon

'The
The absorption of technological change is rapid and pervasive. The technology itself is
'~:dynamic.
dynamic. No plateau has been reached in its inventive development.

The law can be an instrument to advance social well-being and economic
'~'devl?lopment.
'devf?lo[,ment. It can foster and take advantage of technological change. The growth of the

. limited liability company occurred first in England in the ~iddle
~iddle of the 19th century. It
:':.'·was
,was a legal breakthrough Which
which coincided with the first industrial revolution. 1II
I II It
<

"fostered
-fostered inventiveness and risk-taking. It was developed by adapting the Charter
.Company,
. Company, a legal model developed
develo[,ed for colonial adventures.1l2
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All too often, however, the law, far from encouraging and

facilit~ting
facilit~ting

technological change, is either left flat-footed, bemused, with nothing relevant to say, or
is positively obstructive (as can be the caSe in the admission of computer evidence) or

. dangerously silent (as can be the case with computer crime and privacy).
The work of adjusting the law
lawmaking institutions are slow.

to the

~arliament
~arliament is

informatics revolution has begun. But

not generally

well~eared to
well~eared

cope, unaided,

with complex, technical and wide-ranging changes. The Executive Government, distracted
by recurring elections, tends often to take a short-term view. The jUdiciary,
judiciary, as illustrated
in the Myers case, has tended lately to retreat from innovation. Whether for want of
appropriate procedures or because of the intermittent and unpredictable course of
litigation, the common law in this century has not proved especially apt for the law
reform necessary to adjust to technological change. The pressures for change and the
disinclination of other institutions is the opportunity of the law reform agency.
Many law reform reports have already been produced on aspects of computer
law. The Australian Law Reform Commission has before it projects relevant to protection
of privacy and the development of a modern law of evidence. Other fields have been
identified which, so far, remain unconquered. Of these· computer crime a~d the adaptation
priority••
of intellectual property law must surely have priority
.;./""'
.;.'/'
Wholly depressing one. Lawmakers and law
The story is not, however, a wholly
reformers are already using computer technology to assist them in their tasks. The statute
book and case law are already partly Ion linel' in Australia. Information technology will
undoubtedly assist in many fields of . lawyers' work. The effective implementation of
freedom of information laws and of access to data will undOUbtedly
undoubtedly be facilitated by the
growing automation of that data. At the same time, both for advocate and attorney, much
routine work will be taken over by the computer. The challenge before the legal
prof ession in Australia today is overwhelmingly one of relevance: finding new tasks
that there will be
appropriate to the history and training of the lawyer. It is to be hoped.
hoped,that
an adequate dialogue between lawyer and computerist. Out of such a dialogue should grow
a greater appreciation by technologists of the values in society which the law seeks to
uphold. But there is also needed an appreciation by lawyers of the implications for their
discipline and work of the remarkable technology of informatics. Perhaps lawyers may in
diSCipline
the process even catch something of the infectious, dynamic spirit of inventiveness that
so profoundly marks the contemporary technology of information.
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